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Chapter 1611: an unexpected person! 

For Xandar Academy, it was naturally better to open the academy under the influence of the lich. The 

Lich was mostly obsessed with scientific research, and the forces were inclined towards the path of 

civilization exploration. They had many academic resources that the outside forces did not have, this 

was what Xandar Academy lacked the most at the moment! 

A single martial arts school was at a disadvantage in the overall ranking. If they could make up for 

Xandar Academy’s lack in academic subjects, they could greatly increase Xandar’s foundation and enrich 

it into a comprehensive department academy, this was also the direction that the previous generation’s 

old headmaster had always wanted to work towards. 

Of course, there were benefits to choosing the other two forces. The Chaos Knight Force controlled a 

large number of development corps, and if they joined Xandar Academy, they could directly transform 

into a military school, providing high-quality warrior students for the subordinates of the knight Lord 

could fully utilize the advantages of the martial arts school! 

And for students, graduating from the Military Academy would not only provide employment, but also 

be a means to attract high-quality students! 

However, there was a drawback to this choice. Just like the time when they had sought refuge with the 

Lord Black Baron, Xandar Academy attracted ordinary students. This was because the benefits of being 

employed in the military did not have much of an attraction to the descendants of large families. 

The transition to a military academy would allow one to quickly rise, but the drawback was that it was 

too tightly bound to a faction. If anything happened to the faction, just like what happened to the Dark 

Baron, Xandar Academy would not be able to recover even after so many eras… … 

 

After the previous experience, the higher-ups of Xandar would probably not want to take the path of a 

military academy. They would place too much trust in an individual faction. In this universe, even 

someone as strong as the third Baron would one day fall, let alone a Chaos Knight… … 

Finally, there was the demon king of Trepidation’s force. They had a large amount of resources from the 

outer regions and could provide many rare materials to the students. However, this was an advantage 

for the students who took the alchemy route. After all, Xandar mainly focused on the warrior 

department, naturally, they would not choose. 

It would be best if they were bound to a lich. 

However… 

Ah Li looked outside. The Lich that was getting closer and closer to Andrew’s force frowned. The Lich 

that Xandar hoped for did not include that guy who was already wanted! 

What did Queen Xi Mean? 



“The orbit of the planet of Ellacia is about to be connected. Do you want to activate the teleportation 

link?” 

The intelligent question stunned Ah Li, who was chatting with the cold stars. He slowly stood up and 

looked outside again. A huge worm opened its mouth that seemed to be able to swallow a planet, it 

slowly opened towards them! 

This scene scared Pu Yunchuan, who was sitting on the chair, so much that he almost jumped up! 

“What a huge loach! !” 

The Liver Emperor and the others, who were also frightened, rolled their eyes at this sentence… … 

Which Eye of yours could tell that this was a loach? Did a loach have such a big mouth? 

Ah Li was also a little surprised, but it was not this huge worm that was surprised… … 

She knew that this was not a worm, but a unique biological portal of the star of Ellacia. When she first 

came here, she was also amazed. 

This was a unique biological portal made with a life sea-level star-swallowing worm as the main material 

and a large number of alchemy materials. It used unique biological alchemy to replace the traditional 

purification energy, saving a lot of energy expenditure! 

The entire patent was applied by the Great Lich: Andrew. Until now, it had been used as an example to 

explain in many universities. Moreover, many forces were also using this technology. Andrew was 

relying on this door’s technology.., the patent fees were collected throughout the entire federation. 

Ah Li was once a top student of the Night Shade Academy. Naturally, she had come here before. After 

all, she had also taken an alchemy class, and field trips were the basic content. 

She was not surprised about this, but about the destination. Queen XI had asked them to go to the main 

star of the former Andrew Faction! 

What did she mean? 

With doubts, Ah Li finally activated the transmission link. Just like that, the entire spaceship turned into 

a beam of light and entered the huge worm’s mouth. The emperor of the liver and the others were so 

scared that they covered their eyes… 

However, before the liver monarch and Pu Yunchuan could scream, Leng Xing’s voice came from the 

side, “This is quite novel!” 

Pu Yunchuan and the others were stunned when they heard that. They carefully lowered their arms and 

immediately saw that the spaceship was floating outside a huge planet. 

Under that huge planet, there were nine huge black snakes pulling it. They were connected to dozens of 

huge planets in the surroundings, and an endless stream of energy fell from the other huge planets. 

However, upon closer inspection, one would discover that the planets that were connected to each 

other were very different. Each and every one of those planets seemed to be alive. When one got closer, 

one could clearly see the rhythm of their throbbing. They were like hearts that were the size of planets! 



“DAMN! !”Pu Yunchuan immediately inhaled and said, “Is this… inside the body of that monster?” 

“How is that possible?”Emperor liver rolled his eyes at Pu Yunchuan. How could he not be able to see 

the vast starry sky outside? 

However, this was also the first time he had seen such a structure. It was also extremely strange… … 

“That is a planet that has been activated!”Ah Li explained from the side, “The entire planet has been 

activated according to its biological characteristics. It will produce an endless stream of biological energy 

to provide for the main star. Many biological forces are using this mode now, but there are only a few 

who are as good as Andrew!” 

“Andrew?”The Titan players were stunned. This name… ? … why did it sound so familiar? 

“Is that a very powerful person?”Leng Xing asked carefully. 

“Very powerful…”. Ah Li nodded and smiled, “He was once one of the ten great liches. He was one of the 

people I admire the most under Queen XI. In terms of exploration spirit and innovation, I think he should 

be the number one person in the Northern Star Field. What a pity.” … .. 

“Is that so…” 

The players looked at each other and thought of a dark existence… … 

“The journey has been tiring… Welcome to Xandar…” 

A gentle female voice sounded. A woman’s image appeared in the Middle Hall of the spaceship. 

When this woman’s image appeared in the stargazing platform, the players almost opened their eyes 

wide! ! ! 

“Maya?”Ali looked at her curiously. 

Ali had a very deep impression of this woman. She remembered that she was Lord Andrew’s favorite 

student, a very talented illusionist, she had once represented the Tyrifson Academy to the White Dragon 

Sacred Academy where she had taught at that time. 

She was a top-notch genius who could combine the illusionist and assassin professions. She had once 

asked for her experience in combining footwork and illusions. In her impression, she had only seen a few 

juniors who were perhaps more talented than her… … 

However, she remembered that after Andrew’s accident, he seemed to have defected to the patron 

saint of the Royal Night Demon clan, the great Lord Eve. 

Why would he appear here? 

“Let me introduce myself!”The woman smiled and said, “I’m the new chief administrative officer of 

Ellacia. I’m looking forward to working with your academy in the future!” 

Ah Li:”…” 

All the players:”! ! !” 



 

Chapter 1612: The Good Faith of the Queen! 

It’s… What the.. … Yes. <per_0> . What’s going on? 

Several players looked at each other in a strange way, all holding back to use the channel to talk 

quietly… . . 

Isn’t Maya the guy who helped build the new dream system in the Emerald Rim? What are you doing 

here? Does his lordship know? 

From what they remembered, both the Liege and Lord Ysera were wary of this guy. Boss raindrop 

seemed to have warned them to be careful of this guy. 

Logically speaking, he shouldn’t be released, right? 

And why did he suddenly become an administrator? 

 

A few Titan players were shocked, and Ali was also quite surprised… … 

Andrew’s elacia was a special-class star, and it was not an ordinary special-class star. Andrew had gone 

through countless eras and spent a huge amount of experience.., it had activated an unknown number 

of incredible biological technologies to create a top-class biological planet! 

This planet was an existence that was like a benchmark in the entire northern star field. Countless big 

shots in the federation’s Academic Circle had been amazed by this work. Its evaluation value could be 

ranked among all the special-class stars! 

Although it was not a natural planet and had some natural advantages, this planet had extremely high 

research value. Andrew had relied on this special-class planet to attract many experts who were 

obsessed with biological alchemy. It was said that many bigwigs were still clinging to the planet and 

were unwilling to leave… 

After Andrew’s forces were disintegrated, only this administrative planet had not been divided up by the 

forces. It was said that it was directly supervised by Queen XI. Such an important special-class planet, 

even with Ali’s qualifications.., she did not dare to say that she was qualified to be the administrative 

officer here, but in the end, she hired a junior like Maya? 

Maya was young and belonged to the very young category among the star-class juniors. Ali did not 

believe that she had reached the life sea level. Such a famous special-class star in the universe had such 

a junior as the administrative officer? What was Queen Xi Thinking? 

With doubts, the spaceship slowly landed at the designated docking location of the star of Ellacia under 

the control of the AI. The first batch of people who rushed out of the spaceship were the instructors of 

the biological alchemy department in Xandar Academy. 

Looking at the strange structure around them with incomparable excitement, the few instructors 

appeared to be unusually crazy, completely ignoring outsiders. Their trembling hands groped the ground 



and the surroundings, it was as if they wanted to touch every inch of this place. Pu Yunchuan and the 

others were speechless. 

As for… 

Ah Li was used to these instructors who were obsessed with academics. He followed behind the 

principal and looked around with interest. 

She had not been here since graduation. Now that she had returned to the old place, the familiar feeling 

reminded her of many good things… 

Principal Xandar, who was walking at the front, straightened his back and tried his best not to look away. 

He looked very confident, but even the juniors like Pu Yunchuan could clearly see that the principal was 

feeling guilty… … 

Soon, the person who made the principal feel guilty appeared… … 

Outside the docking station of the spaceship, Sylvanas, the Lich Monica, and Maya, who called herself 

the administrator of the star of Ellacia, appeared in her field of vision and slowly walked over. 

“I’m glad to have all of you here, everyone from Xandar Academy…”after Sylvanas walked over, she still 

followed the usual Zephyr elf etiquette… 

Many people who knew Sylvanas knew about this habit of hers. The principal, who was trying his best to 

be tough, nodded and bowed when he saw this. “No, no, thank you for welcoming us personally, my 

lord. It’s really embarrassing for us…” 

Ah Li curled his lips slightly. This guy was usually arrogant… … He was quite tactful at critical moments… 

However, it was understandable. Among the ten great lords, Queen Xi’s legendary experience was no 

worse than any other lord. After all… … She was a legendary lord who had single-handedly ended the 

war of natural disasters. She had made a great contribution to the material universe. Otherwise, the 

heavenly gods academy would not have allowed her, an undead, to become one of the ten great lords, 

furthermore, they would not have allowed her to permanently place a group of ancient undead in this 

world. 

It was truly a great contribution to the war, and there was no way to refuse… 

Countless people looked down on the northern star field, but they were all incomparably respectful 

towards this legendary queen, including herself. From a young age, they had always treated her as their 

idol and worshipped her… … 

“Long time no see Ah Li…”Sylvanas smiled as she looked at Ah Li. 

Seeing that the queen still recognized him, Ah Li was also excited. He quickly bowed and said, 

“Greetings, my Lord…” 

When she graduated, Queen XI had personally invited her to stay. She was very willing to stay, but the 

family firmly didn’t want her to be bound to the Northern Star Field. She couldn’t resist it, she went to 

the Eastern Star Field to develop with her elders. 



Now mix a circle, oneself already is nine tail clan’s only two Tianyuan elders, unexpectedly turn a circle 

unexpectedly will return to the North Star Field… . . 

“I’d like you to meet… <per_0> . “This is Maya, the newly appointed administrator of the star of Ellacia. 

She is a very outstanding young person. If Xandar Academy is willing to stay, she will be the main 

administrator in charge of contacting you… “…”. “…” 

“Oh, Oh, OH, Hello, Hello! !”The principal subconsciously wanted to shake hands and say hello… … 

But halfway through his hand, his body suddenly froze… “… !”! He immediately reacted! 

What did the Queen Just Say? ? 

This junior is the main official in charge of contacting them in the future? ? 

It doesn’t matter whether she is a junior or not, the key is her identity! ! 

Chief Administrative Officer of Ellacia, what does it mean that she’s in charge of contacting Xandar? 

It means that Queen XI intends to… 

At the thought of this, the principal could no longer hold himself back, and his entire body trembled! 

The surrounding teachers’jaws dropped, and even Ah Li, who had always been relatively calm, was 

shocked… 

“Sir… you… What do you mean?” 

The principal stuttered as he asked. The Qi that he had been resting in his room for the entire day had 

instantly collapsed, and he could no longer hold it in… … 

Queen XI smiled slightly. “To be honest, it wasn’t such a bargaining chip in the beginning. However, we 

had no choice but to reevaluate the performance of your students at Night Shade Academy. In the end, 

we also gave them a bargaining chip. I hope your academy will be satisfied!” 

“Hiss…” 

After receiving the affirmative answer, Xandar and the others immediately took a deep breath. If they 

weren’t afraid of losing too much face, they would have wanted to give themselves a slap to see if they 

were dreaming! 

Sylvanas actually wanted to use the former administrative star of Sandro’s faction, the elacia, which was 

one of the greatest miracles in the biological alchemy world, as the base of Xandar Academy on the top 

artificial biological planet of the Northern Star Field? 

Is this for real… 

Even a Tianyuan level figure like Ah Li, who had seen a lot of things, was shocked by this bargaining chip! 

He could not help but look at the ignorant faces of the cold star group behind him. The performance of 

these little guys was indeed in line with expectations, but wasn’t this reward… … A little too 

exaggerated? 



 

Chapter 1613: the benefits of ellacia! 

The principal had never been a knowledgeable person. Although he was a living organism that had lived 

for tens of thousands of eras, the laziness of the dragon race in the sea dragon genes made him dislike 

spending more time to understand things that he did not think were important. 

Even so, he was very clear about the exaggerated changes that the star of Ellacia could bring to Xandar! 

First of all, the change in the location would directly bring about a qualitative change in resources. Not 

to mention other things, just the cultivation environment built on such a top biological planet was a big 

selling point for the academy. Furthermore, according to the rules of the academy, the planet’s finances 

would allocate funds to the academy in proportion! 

Ellacia was a top-tier special-class star. The products, trade volume, and exaggerated taxes on the planet 

were far from what an ordinary planet could compare to. The planet’s government was wealthy, so the 

funds allocated to the academy in proportion were naturally generous. The academy was rich.., 

naturally, they could also purchase more high-quality hardware facilities and hire even more high-

quality teachers! 

This was a real qualitative improvement! 

Next was the attraction to the students. Special-class stars were extremely rare in the entire universe. In 

the Eastern Star Field, there were no more than ten academies with special-class stars, and each of 

them was a well-established and well-ranked old academy! 

 

Not to mention that Elarsia was not an ordinary super star, such a base was very attractive to the 

students! 

Other than the top-tier noble families, no one would refuse to go to a super star. Even the small nobles 

who lived in Super Stars could not refuse. The reason was very simple. Most of the resources in the 

Super Star were divided among the noble families. It seemed that the energy quality was good, 

however, most of the resources were gathered by the top-tier noble families in their own residences. 

The quality of the places that the ordinary people and the small nobles could get wasn’t high. 

This was why the Eldia family, who was born on the glorious amethyst star, would try their best to get 

into the Xandar Academy, which only had a level three star as its residence. 

Although the Xandar Academy only had a level three star as its residence, the academy had a special 

policy. It could use the top-tier alchemy array to gather the energy in the center of the Academy. The 

density of the energy produced would be much higher than that of the ordinary people on the super 

star. 

As for the academy that was stationed at a special-grade star, it was even more amazing. It had 

gathered the energy of a special-grade star. Moreover, it was an academy-grade mass. It was far from 

what a single noble could compare to. Even if it was a top-grade noble family.., they did not dare to say 

that the quality of their academy was higher than that of the academy that was stationed at a special-

grade star. 



This was because in the entire federation, there was not a single family that could monopolize more 

than one-thousandth of the energy of a special-grade star, even if it was the royal family! 

As for the academy, according to the rules, after entering a planet, they had to occupy at least 30% of it! 

This was a completely different size! 

Before coming here, Ah Li and the principal’s bottom line was that at least 50% of the energy of a grade-

3 planet had to be gathered. Furthermore, it had to be a grade-3 star that had a higher quality than the 

previous eastern Starfield’s Xandar base. 

Of course, if he could obtain a grade-2 star or even a grade-1 star, that would be even better. If it was a 

grade-1 star, even if it only took up 30% of the energy, he would still choose to move out without 

hesitation. 

However, he did not expect… ! … That Her Highness Queen XI would actually give him such a huge 

bargaining chip! 

A special-grade star, even in the Northern Star Field, which was the least accepted by the nobles, 

possessing a special-grade star was an extremely exaggerated matter. The attraction to the students 

was at least several grades higher! 

The third was the attraction of the teachers! 

It was not just the students who required the environment. High-grade teachers also had their own 

requirements for the environment! 

First of all, high-quality instructors generally represented high life-forms, and high life-forms 

represented high consumption. A life-sea-level life-form needed to be at least a grade 3 star to ensure 

that it could be absorbed on a daily basis without problems, if it was on a lower-level planet, it would 

need to consume nutrients to make up for the body’s needs. 

Therefore, if an academy below Grade 3 star wanted to hire a life-sea-level instructor, it would have to 

pay an extremely expensive subsidy price. Moreover, even if the price was paid, very few people were 

willing to go. 

After all, regardless of whether it was a star level or a life sea level expert, they all had a desire to 

continue improving. A low-grade planet’s energy environment would more or less hinder their own 

development. It wasn’t that they were too lacking in money, so very few people would do this. 

On the contrary, the attraction of a special-grade star to an instructor was different. To be able to teach 

in a place that gathered one-third of the entire special-grade star’s energy every day, that was an 

existence that was even more powerful than being in the residence of a top-tier noble family, even if it 

was less, it was still worth it. 

Just by putting out this condition, one could find quite a number of high-quality teachers… … 

At the thought of this, the principal who was following Queen XI to visit the planet would occasionally 

reveal a silly smile, causing Ah Li to roll his eyes at the side… … 



Queen XI was introducing the basic situation of the planet in front of them. “Ellacia is powered by ten 

top-tier activated stars, and there is the alchemy array that Andrew had set up before. It has perfectly 

achieved the energy cycle and the co-upgrade. The ten activated stars are supplying the main star while 

being replenished at the same time. Their quality is improving every day. So far, the entire alchemy 

array has not shown any signs of collapsing. The quality of the planet is still growing like the blueprint 

that he had imagined before!” 

Planet Growth? 

The biology professors behind Ah Li were so shocked that they couldn’t speak. This idea… Was too crazy. 

… 

Even Ah Li took a deep breath in shock. After a long while, he sighed, “Senior Sandro is really a talented 

existence!” 

“Yeah…”queen xi smiled, “Among the top liches, he is the most innovative. Many people don’t dare to 

think or do things, and he dares to try. But because of this, it’s easy to go astray…” 

Hearing that, Ali immediately stopped talking. She didn’t dare to pick up this topic… 

Many people knew that Andrew was wanted for researching taboos… 

“But this planet is not among the taboos!”Queen XI naturally changed the topic and smiled. “It can be 

said that it is one of the most perfect works of Andrew before he left. Xandar will definitely improve a 

lot when he stays here. Not to mention other things, just the attraction to the biology department’s 

academic professors is very big. After Xandar left, the top biologists who want to enter this place for 

research have been lined up countless times… “… “…” 

Ah Li nodded. She believed the Queen’s words. Even if she wasn’t from the biosphere, she knew of 

Elassia’s reputation in the field of biological alchemy. If Xandar were to move here and recruit from the 

outside.., not to mention the others, the top scholars of the biology department would flock here! 

This was indeed an extremely beneficial reinforcement for Xandar, who was weak in the academic 

aspect. The biology department had a very good supporting role for the warrior class, after all, most 

warrior academies needed high-quality nutrition medicine to improve in the later stages. A good warrior 

academy should have a good biology department’s medicine and medicine support, but in this aspect… 

Xandar had always been a weak point… 

It had to be said that Ellacia was almost the most suitable special-class star for Xandar. Her Majesty the 

Queen was full of sincerity! 

 

Chapter 1614: Luck! 

The process of confirming whether or not to move in was very fast. Basically, the moment Queen XI 

opened her mouth to ask, the principal nodded his head like a chicken pecking at rice. He had no 

intention of being reserved at all… … 

However, as a rough man, he was a boorish character. Under such conditions, even a fierce woman 

could not persevere, let alone a boorish man… … 



As for the School Council? F * ck the School Council. If the school council was not willing to come with 

such conditions, they could just take your shares and cash it and get out of Here! 

At the meeting table, the incoherent principal was directly kicked down by Ah Li, and she personally 

discussed the following procedures… 

However, when Ah Li looked at the agreement that was already prepared, he realized that even if the 

principal, who was not in his right mind, signed the contract, he would not be cheated. The main reason 

was that the conditions above were too friendly… 

The first issue was about the encampment. As a top-tier alchemy product, it was hard to say if the 

encampment would collapse in the future. This was the only thing that Ah Li was worried about. 

 

However, the first clause in the contract clearly explained this… … 

As the permanent encampment of Xandar Academy, it was also the only encampment of the academy. 

Unless both parties terminated the contract, the Northern Star region would not place a second 

academy in the encampment during the period of cooperation. 

Erasia was a man-made planet, so it had a certain degree of instability. If Xandar Academy were to 

collapse during the period of residence, the Northern Star region would bear all the losses. If erasia were 

to collapse.., the Northern Star region would provide a special-class star that was not inferior to erasia 

as the residence of Xandar Academy! 

Ah Li did not have anything to say about this. Not only was there a guarantee mechanism, but the 

guarantee mechanism was also somewhat exaggerated. It was actually a special-class star that was not 

inferior to erasia. Based on her thoughts… It was already very rare for Elarsia to compensate a first-class 

star… … 

Then there was the issue of energy distribution. There were not many permanent residents in ELARSIA. 

During Sandro’s reign, Elarsia was a governing star that focused on business and academic research. 

Few families moved in. Most of the people who moved in were the descendants of arcanists or 

academics. The population was small, but the quality was high. Because warriors were generally not 

welcome to move in.., the energy distribution of the planet did not require too much consumption. 

Therefore, Xandar Academy could use forty percent of the energy to build the academy. The related 

energy gathering circle planet had perfect infrastructure, so it could be used directly. Xandar Academy 

could also try to build its own alchemy gathering circle… … 

In terms of financial allocation, the Erasia Planet Government would allocate one-thirtieth of the 

academy’s annual tax revenue. It could not be less than a minimum basic amount. If there was a 

situation where the other party’s financial deficit was due to poor management, … The Northern Star 

region’s main government would pay the academy the most basic amount… 

Ah Li held the contract and looked at the most basic amount. She could not help but swallow her saliva… 

… 



She often handled financial matters at Xandar Academy. Every time she went to the planet’s 

government to ask for money, it was also her. In her memory, even in the best year of the planet where 

she was stationed… The funds allocated to Xandar Academy were not as much as the basic amount of 

money in the contract… … 

Although she knew that there was a dimensional difference between the taxes of a special-class star and 

a third-class star, this was the basic guarantee. Wasn’t this a little too much… … 

On the contract, she had already thought of all the hidden dangers in the contract. She had even 

thought of the funding provided by the host star’s government when the government was not doing a 

good job. What other opinions could she have? 

“If there are no problems, please sign here…”Sylvanas raised her hand slightly, and a blue contract 

floated between the two parties. It was the contract unique to Sky Gods! 

“Good, good, good! !”The principal’s face was flushed with excitement, and he was about to extend his 

hand to sign when a fair little hand pressed down on the principal! 

It was Ali… 

“Is there any other problem?”Sylvanas looked at the other party… 

Ali looked at the extremely tempting contract and took a deep breath, “Sir… how did you do it to such 

an extent?” 

This question was a little confusing. A normal person would know that Xandar… … Was not worth this 

price! 

Looking at the Little Fox’s question, Sylvanas smiled, “Of course, it depends on the potential of your 

school!” 

“Potential?”Ah Li narrowed his eyes, “At such a high price, Xandar has such potential? How did you see 

it, sir?” 

Sylvanas still had a faint smile on her face. “He saw through it just like that…” 

Ali:”…” 

She was not very satisfied with this answer. She kept feeling that… There was a pit… … 

She had worshipped Sylvanas since she was young and had read many of her stories. She was very clear 

that this woman was definitely not the one who would suffer losses. With such generous conditions, she 

had no choice but to suspect… 

However, it was impossible to reject her just based on a little suspicion. Putting aside whether she 

would offend her, just the stupid principal behind her would definitely knock her out as an idiot and 

force her to sign the contract… 

Forget it… I’ll take it one step at a time… 

Ah Li took a deep breath and finally let go of the principal’s hand. He nodded… 



Whatever hole they buried, now the whole of Xandar can’t say no. It’s just… … . . It’s too much… 

———— 

“Isn’t that too much?” 

After the group left Xandar College, Monica also asked Ali has been wondering about the question… . . 

“This potential is worth it…”Sylvanas smiled. 

“How is it worth it?”Monica frowned. Andrew was a top-tier biological star. They, liches, all wanted it, 

but they didn’t expect it to be given to an outsider… … 

“What do you think of those Titan Juniors?”Sylvanas changed the topic and asked. 

“A very exaggerated talent!”Monica said directly, “A near-perfect bone statue and a powerful lifeblood 

that completely matches the bone structure. Just like the information given by Logan, they have a talent 

that is no weaker than the royal family. They are probably infinitely close to the ancient Green Titan… . 

.” 

Pausing for a moment, he said, “But that doesn’t mean anything. The risk is too great. High Aptitude 

doesn’t mean that you can grow into a towering tree. As an ancient bloodline, genes can’t be passed 

down. Once you die halfway, there won’t be anything left. Moreover, even if you grow to that stage, it’s 

only temporary. You Can’t pass down genes, and you can’t sustain long-term benefits. It’s a bit far-

fetched to say that these few juniors are worth an elacia…”. “…”. “…” 

“Is that so?” 

Sylvanas looked at the spot where Xandar and the others had left. She narrowed her eyes slightly, and a 

strange look flashed through the supreme-being’s purple pupils. 

Neither Monica nor the Chaos Knight who was responsible for protecting Queen XI could see what 

Sylvanas was seeing! 

In Sylvanas’eyes, a shocking amount of fate rose from the top of Xandar and the others’heads. It was so 

huge that one could not even see it! 

She had never seen two people with such terrifying fate in her entire life… … 

Previously, when she passed by Xandar, although Xandar also had a shocking amount of fate, it was far 

from what it was now. In the short period of time that she had not seen him, the change was so huge! 

“System…” 

In Sylvanas’mind, just like Rona, Queen XI opened her own private conversation… … 

“Did their luck come from those juniors?” 

A cold electronic voice sounded, “I’m not completely sure, but… according to calculations, there’s a 90% 

chance! !” 

 

Chapter 1615: The reason for releasing Maya… … 



“By the way… is it really a good choice to release that guy?” 

In the Emerald Starfield, the bored Diana sat beside seer and asked while yawning. 

Seer slowly opened his eyes and looked at the young girl in front of him helplessly… … Alright, it was just 

that she looked like a young girl. Given her real age, she could be his great-grandmother… … 

Right now, this great-aunt was probably the most idle person in the Emerald Starfield… … 

Ysera wanted to help brother dog stabilize the Titan’s consciousness in the Emerald Starfield. With the 

help of the AI system, billions of planets slowly awakened, and there were no lack of high-grade planets 

above level four or five among them, for a level twelve Titan like brother dog, the slightest carelessness 

would cause a backlash. Ysera had to monitor brother dog throughout the entire process to ensure his 

safety. He basically had no time to pay attention to Diana. 

A portion of the tutors who had signed Ysera’s contract were allowed to enter the Emerald Starfield for 

inspection. Those who were selected were scholars who were obsessed with scientific research. With an 

environment like the Emerald Starfield.., they could not wait to spend every second on investigation and 

research. They were the type who did not have the time to pay attention to Diana. 

 

For the time being, no players were able to enter the Emerald Starfield to complete their missions. As a 

top-tier NPC, Diana’s duties could not be carried out. Hence, in this vast and desolate starfield, the only 

person she could bother was seer herself… … 

Seer was also quite helpless. How could an ordinary star-ranked powerhouse be as free as she was? 

However, thinking about it, it was understandable. In the federation, those who could grow into star-

ranked powerhouses, even if they were born as commoners, had accumulated countless favors in the 

process. Other than spending most of their time in cultivation and searching for resources,. During a 

small portion of their time, they still had to deal with favors and the like. Not to mention the 

descendants of their families, their families basically had countless things waiting for them to deal with. 

It was already very good that they could guarantee their cultivation time… … 

Unlike the current seer, who never lacked resources in the Emerald Starfield. He did not have any peers 

during the long cultivation process. Growing up in such a lonely environment, it was inevitable that he 

would become a little fussy after getting used to it… 

But he was also very busy… 

Seer felt a little helpless… 

Players were growing too fast. He had to quickly lay the foundations of some laws so that he would not 

be unable to keep up with the progress in the future… … 

Although the current players were leveling up very quickly, the first batch of players were still stable for 

the time being. Logically speaking, there was no need to be in such a rush. However, the emerald dream 

thing might very well break the plan. 



Once the players returned from their studies, with the support of the resources of the Emerald Star 

Field, they would quickly form multiple forces. If they did not quickly stabilize their foundations, it was 

likely that the various civilizations would rise up at that time.., the new laws could cause seer to 

collapse! 

This was not an exaggeration. Under normal circumstances, a poor wandering lord like him would only 

be able to break through to level 5 after stabilizing and developing a Level 7 planet for about 100,000 

years. On the other hand, in terms of civilization.., with the development ability of the natives of the 

planet, a civilization that could be formed after 100,000 years would only be able to reach level 5 at 

most. 

But even so, many deity lords might not be able to completely stabilize their laws. Deity laws were a 

very complex system. It was not like leveling up a skill would be like a game, where it would appear in 

the skill list in a flash… … 

But the current situation… ? … 100,000 years… ? Hehe, I’m afraid that a civilization above level eight 

would not appear in a few thousand years. If I don’t make sufficient preparations, I might really fail. … 

Why would Diana think that I have the time to talk nonsense with her? 

After sighing, Seer couldn’t pretend that she didn’t see it. She could only comfort herself as if she was 

resting… … 

“Are you talking about Maya?”Seer sighed and asked. 

“Nonsense!”Diana rolled her eyes at seer and pouted. “Who else is there besides her?” 

“She can pave the way for our faction in the Northern Star Field…”seer sighed. “We have to let her out, 

otherwise, there will be big problems later on…” 

There were three reasons for letting Maya out. The first was to help her faction cover for the players… … 

Currently, other than the cabbages, the people that Gou Dan and Pu Yunchuan’s group of Titan players 

had come into contact with were the most dangerous. As a great undead lord, Sylvanas had all sorts of 

people under her command, and she was also a top strategist. With the little ones under her control, it 

was difficult to guarantee that nothing would happen to them… … 

With Maya to mediate and supervise, she would try her best to cover for them while at the same time, 

she would be able to pass on the information from the outside to her group as soon as possible. 

The second reason was that she had the ability to pave the way for the forces! 

Maya was an advanced student in the Northern Star Field, and she was highly valued by Andrew back 

then. She was familiar with the models of Andrew’s many alchemy arrays, and some of the inheritances 

that Andrew passed on to rainy girl’s mind were quickly comprehended by her, she now had the ability 

to activate multiple biological arrays of ellacia. 

Although she could not fully activate them, she was 50% confident. As long as she negotiated well with 

this bargaining chip, according to her opinion, there was a chance for her to become the former main 

star of Andrew, the chief administrator of ellacia… … 



In fact, the other party had indeed done it… 

Of course, it was very dangerous for her to get in touch with a lord like Sylvanas, even if she signed a 

soul contract with Ysera, but she had to take this risk… … 

The reason was the third reason for releasing the other party… 

To pave the way for the faction players in the Northern Star Field! ! 

The Seer faction had settled down in the Northern Star Field, and it would be impossible for them to 

bypass the Sylvanas faction in the future. After PU Yunchuan and the first batch of players graduated, 

they would definitely return to Emerald Planet to meet and develop the multi-civilization faction, 

however, they could not stay in the emerald star field forever. 

After all, there were still differences between the planets in the dream world and the outside world. At 

least in terms of population quality, they could not be compared to the planets in the material universe 

with complete laws. If they wanted to perfect the laws of civilization.., they would have to explore the 

northern star field in large numbers and even compete for high-grade planets with population! 

In this way, they would have to deal with the forces of the Northern Star Field. They would have to 

choose between the ten liches, four Chaos Knights, and the three Great Terror Demon Kings. 

Seer felt that it was a huge risk for players to choose any one of them. After all, these factions had a mix 

of people. If players grew too quickly, they would definitely attract attention. Once someone noticed 

them… … It was very dangerous! 

Therefore, they needed an independent faction other than the traditional faction… … 

Under normal circumstances, it was impossible for Maya to reach the level of the ten great liches before 

the players grew up… … 

But now there was a chance… 

Yes, it was the gap in Andrew’s Force! 

As one of the ten great liches, Andrew’s former force had not been taken over. Sylvanas naturally could 

not divide Andrew’s former force among other liches, which would easily lead to an imbalance of power. 

It would also easily lead to instability of the power… … 

So… … Slowly dividing Andrew’s power among the high lords and politicians under Andrew was 

Sylvanas’temporary means. 

And this way… … Would give seer and the others an opportunity to take advantage of! 

 

Chapter 1616: Hand of Fate! ! 

The forces under Sylvanas, be it the ten liches, the four Chaos Knights or the few Fear Demon Kings, all 

had a mature distribution system. After joining, it was extremely difficult to hide the situation from their 

own forces. 

However, it was different under Andrew’s forces… 



Andrew was wanted back then, and his accomplices were also wiped out under Sylvanas’leadership. 

There were actually not many backbone members left. According to intelligence, there were less than 

ten life sea-level powerhouses, this resulted in many star level lords and planet administrators inheriting 

quite a lot of power resources. 

And because Andrew’s power was huge back then, in order to maintain stability, Sylvanas also adopted 

the policy of inheriting internal forces and introducing external forces to slowly digest Andrew’s power. 

This allowed seer, who was originally helpless, to see a glimmer of opportunity… 

Because… … ! As one of the ten great liches, Andrew’s faction had not been abolished! 

 

According to the intelligence, in order to nurture a great lord to replace Andrew, Sylvanas had used the 

method of Gu fighting in Andrew’s faction. A life sea level lord could have the same right to take over as 

Andrew back then, but they had to take the initiative to take over! 

This involved the competition of connections and methods. Those who had family forces and 

connections could use this aspect to expand their forces. Those who had methods would display their 

abilities. Hence, during the few epochs that Andrew disappeared.., many great Lord forces rapidly 

expanded! 

Maya was currently at Star level. However, with the soul of Gaia from the Emerald Starfield, the biggest 

obstacle to advancing to life sea was gone. There was no need to split the resources of the ancient 

lands. There was a chance for her to advance in a short period of time, of course, it was impossible for 

her to completely become a sea of life in a thousand years, just the accumulation of it would take at 

least two eras! 

However, it was possible for her to form a star core and show that she was qualified to enter the Sea of 

Life! 

Before joining Sylvanas, with the help of Ysera, the basic construction of the star core in Maya’s body 

had been completed. At the very least, she could prove to outsiders that she had already obtained the 

core of Gaia and could step into the sea of life! 

In addition to the advantage of being able to activate the biological refining array on the star of ellacia, 

as long as the negotiations were good, there was a chance to receive the same treatment as a sea of life 

level powerhouse in Andrew’s faction! 

This way, after the players returned and their own faction had a level 3 planet, they could take 

advantage of the situation to join Maya’s banner. With her as a cover, it would be much smoother… … 

In fact, the other party had completed the negotiations extremely well. Not only did they manage to 

negotiate with Andrew’s forces for the right to take over the planet, they even became the 

administrator of the star of ellacia! 

This was truly a great surprise! ! ! 



Because in their simulation calculations, Xandar Academy had joined the Northern Star Field. As long as 

cold star and the others could perform well in night shade academy.., it was highly possible that 

Sylvanas had given Xandar as a base for the former ruling star of Andrew, elarsia! 

This was the result of many calculations. Through the potential of the players in Xandar and the internal 

situation of Queen XI, it was calculated. 

After all, the star of Elarsia was once the top artificial creature star. The great lords within Andrew’s 

forces would definitely want it. However, giving Elarsia to any one of the forces would easily cause the 

current power imbalance! 

After Andrew Left, Queen XI had spent a lot of effort to keep Andrew’s forces in a state of balance. 

Naturally, it was impossible for her to break it now. 

And sending a trusted aide to take charge and treat it as a base for Xandar was a high probability act. 

It was just that she did not expect Maya to become this trusted aide… 

But this was definitely a pleasant surprise! 

Maya had become the administrator of the star of Ellacia. In the future, the students of Xandar Academy 

would seek refuge with Maya, so it was only natural! 

“Aren’t you afraid that Maya was originally one of Sylvanas’People?”Diana asked doubtfully after 

listening to Maya’s great role. 

“It’s unlikely… “…”. Seer shook her head. “First of all, it’s a question of motive. Maya’s arrival here was 

indeed an accident. If she had foreseen the situation here, she would not have come alone, but the 

army of Sylvanas… “…”. “…” 

“Then wouldn’t she join the other party?”Diana tilted her head and asked. 

“It’s not very likely… “…”. Seer shook his head. “According to the agreement we made with Maya, she is 

one of the masters of the Emerald Starfield. There’s no need for her to join Queen XI because once the 

resources here are taken by Queen XI, she will definitely share them with the other powerhouses of her 

faction. At the very least, the ten liches and Chaos Knights will definitely share the profits. She’s not 

strong enough, so even if she has contributed, how much can she get? How could it be worth it to be a 

shareholder?” 

“This…”Diana was stunned. “It does sound reasonable…” 

Seer rolled her eyes at her. ‘what does sound reasonable?’? ‘it was reasonable in the first place, 

alright?’? 

However, there was still a risk. After all, the person they chose to approach was one of the federation’s 

most famous strategists and military strategists. He was a legendary figure who had forcibly reversed 

the war of natural disasters back then! 

If they were even the slightest bit careless, it was very likely that they would be devoured by the other 

party… 



If it weren’t for the fact that they were in the Northern Star Field and were forced to do so, Seer 

wouldn’t have wanted to come into contact with such an existence so quickly… … 

“Oh Right…”Diana asked again, “You guys took the risk to send Goudan and the others out during the 

year of the crown prince. Do you want to compete with the Crown Princes?” 

Seer nodded slightly. “Since you’ve decided to take the risk, it’s naturally to maximize the benefits. If you 

win against the Crown Prince, you can get the resources of the ancient lands. It will pave the way for the 

next batch of players to enter the Federation!” 

“Isn’t it a little too risky?”Diana frowned. “I don’t understand… why are you all in such a hurry?” 

As soon as she said this, Seer instantly fell silent… 

To be honest, he did not want to be in such a hurry. According to his own thoughts, guarding this group 

of Earth players and slowly growing up was the safest route. 

But for some reason, he felt that there was a hand that was speeding up! 

The New World’s accident, the appearance of the Emerald Starfield, and the intrusion of big shots like 

Andrew and Anya gave him the feeling that fate had deliberately sent them to make him uneasy… … 

The purpose was to increase the speed… 

And so… … That day, it tried to ask the system. … 

It directly voiced out its doubts, asking if everything that happened in the New World was deliberately 

arranged by it… … 

The system frankly said that it was not omnipotent. Moreover, the Yimo were hostile and independent. 

The one leading Andrew and the others was another yimo, so it was impossible for it to cooperate with 

them. The incident in the New World was just a coincidence… … 

But… it could not be said that it was a complete coincidence! 

On the day seer asked the question, the system gave a statement: your statement that fate was 

deliberately accelerating the growth of the players might be true… 

When Seer received confirmation from the other party, she quickly asked, “You also think it’s 

abnormal?” 

The system said, “Of course it’s abnormal… do you think it’s normal for a planet… to have a bunch of 

natives with this kind of aptitude? If I’m not wrong, this group of players is most likely…” 

As soon as the words left his mouth, the system was formatted… 

 

Chapter 1617: Site Selection… 

Seer did not tell anyone about this because the situation at that time was too strange… 

When the system mentioned that this group of players might be something, it instantly crashed… … 



Seer:”? ? ?” 

After waiting for a long time, Seer could not help but ask the system, “What did you say this group of 

players might be?”? 

However, the system seemed to have lost its memory. It had no idea about the topic that was brought 

up on its own initiative… 

The strange thing was that it was not the first time. Xi Ye had carefully tried it a few times after that. 

Every time the system brought up this topic, as long as the system took the initiative to say that 

sentence, it would immediately be formatted! It would instantly forget the memory of at least 15 

minutes! 

 

This made seer extremely horrified! ! 

He had always thought that the so-called power in the dark was fate, but looking at the situation now, 

what exactly was it? 

Moreover, that power was clearly warning him. Otherwise, why didn’t it just delete his memories as 

well? 

“Hey, Hey? Why are you in a Daze?”Diana waited for a long time, but there was no reply. She 

immediately glared at him and asked. 

Seer replied, “Nothing… just take it that I’m eager for quick success…” 

“What do you mean by eager for quick success?”Diana rolled her eyes at him. “You make it sound like 

you’re hiding something…” 

Seer did not say anything else. Instead, she slowly closed her eyes and entered a meditative state. 

Seeing that seer was ignoring her, she pursed her lips in boredom. In the end, she did not interrupt her 

rudely. Instead, she quietly left… . . 

Sensing the departure of the other, Seer slowly opened his eyes and looked into the distance… . . 

———— 

On the other hand, Xandar Academy quickly settled down and signed up as a member of the North Star 

System… . . 

This is also normal, so generous temptation, even if there may be a pit, no one can refuse, President 

Xandar only sent a message back, the board agreed to move. 

Thus… … The next day, Maya accompanied Xandar to pick the specific location of the campus! 

The population of the planet of Ellacia was very small, and most of them were relatively pure academics. 

They did not have the habit of nobles desperately trying to seize land, which resulted in a large area of 

undeveloped land on the planet of Ellacia. Xandar had a lot of space to choose from… … 

The principal, the Lord, and a group of teachers excitedly followed Maya to choose a place… 



“Currently, the most suitable places are mainly these two. One is the island of the Mara Sea, which has a 

beautiful environment and an excellent geographical location. The second place is the land of the 

extreme north… … Maya introduced enthusiastically, “But I personally recommend the far north 

because it is the place that Professor Andrew usually uses to gather energy crystals. It has a mature and 

large-scale spirit gathering alchemy array, which can save a large part of your school’s time to build. 

Moreover, although the climate there is cold and the air is thin, the place was built from the planet to 

maintain the natural primitive ecology of the experimental field. After hundreds of millions of eras of 

evolution, there are many kinds of high-quality primitive creatures formed naturally there, all of which 

have high mining and research value.” 

“That place is a good choice for students and professors who are interested in academic research!” 

Maya opened the panoramic image and explained the situation to everyone in Xandar. 

The group of professors nodded, and principal Xandar and Ah Li seemed to be satisfied. 

The young chief executive obviously did not give them a perfunctory explanation. The advantages he 

introduced were what they really wanted… … 

The first was the so-called mature and large-scale spirit gathering array… … 

Designed by Andrew himself, no matter the scale or the effect, it was definitely not something that an 

ordinary alchemist could compare to. Such a direct thing that could be used, of course, was what Xandar 

was most willing to accept… … 

The most important thing in building an academy was the spirit gathering array. A good spirit gathering 

array could gather the energy of the planet with the least amount of resources, turning the academy 

into a high-quality training ground! 

Usually, the spirit gathering array would take the most time to build an academy. On the contrary, in 

terms of the academy’s buildings and peripherals, if it wasn’t for the fact that the elves were very 

artistic, hiring a high-level construction team.., equipped with mature mechanical technology, it would 

take a few months to build an academy that didn’t look bad! 

On the contrary, a good spirit gathering array needed to be constructed bit by bit. Xandar had 40% of 

the power distribution rights in the agreement. With this amount of energy, even if he hired a top-notch 

sculpting mage team… It would take at least a million years to build a more reliable alchemy array. The 

current Xandar naturally could not afford to wait… … 

The original plan was to build a small branch first. It would only take a few years to build a temporary 

spirit gathering array, allowing the most outstanding students to move over… … 

But even so, there would still be a lot of delays. First of all, the temporary spirit gathering array’s effect 

was limited. It was likely that 1% of the energy would not be able to complete the spirit gathering. It was 

simply impossible to let that batch of genius academies enjoy the best environment in the first place! 

Moreover, the construction time of a few years might seem short, but it was extremely fatal for the 

current situation… … 



For Xandar, the next fellowship was extremely important. They, who were already at the bottom of the 

top 100, were in a precarious position. They desperately needed this batch of geniuses to establish an 

outstanding result and increase their ranking in the fellowship ten years later! 

If they wanted to achieve this step, they would have to enter the ancient lands. However, to enter that 

place, they would need basic conditions. Any lifeform below level 10 would not even be able to adapt to 

the powerful energy density there, in other words, the minimum requirement would be level 10! 

And even for top geniuses like cold star, it would be rather difficult for them to reach that level within a 

few years. If they could train on the planet of ellacia earlier, their chances would be higher and they 

would be able to reach the standard earlier! 

Of course, it was better to enter the ancient lands as early as possible. If they were a year later, they 

would be one year behind the nobles. After all, the land that Xandar was allocated in the ancient lands 

was not that good to begin with. If they were at a disadvantage in terms of time.., even if these little 

fellows had heaven-defying talents, it would still be difficult for them to shine in the Fellowship Party! 

The land that Maya had chosen for them was simply a perfect solution to their worries. The ready-made 

spirit gathering array could be used directly as the academy’s spirit gathering array as long as it was 

slightly modified and changed its location, the exterior construction would only take a few months. 

Adding on the purchase and replenishment of the supporting facilities, it would only take a year at most 

for it to be basically operational. It was truly tailor-made for them! 

The next day, after Ah Li and a few instructors determined the scale and effect of the spirit gathering 

array, they immediately decided to use this piece of land! 

“What a wise choice…”Maya beamed at Ah Li and said, “Since that’s the case, please quickly confirm the 

construction plan of your school. It will be easier for me to cooperate…”as she spoke, she looked at Pu 

Yunchuan and the others behind Ah Li… … 

“These children of your school are really talented. Do you want to consider leaving them here during the 

construction period?” 

Ah Li was slightly stunned when he heard that, then, he shook his head and said, “No, I don’t think so. 

Although there is a spirit gathering array here, it is used to gather spirit crystals after all. The 

concentration is too high, so the children shouldn’t be able to stand it. I should wait until it is perfect 

before bringing them here. Moreover, without professional instructors and equipment, the training 

effect isn’t good either, right?” 

“That’s true…”Maya first nodded in agreement, but then she said, “However… it will take some time to 

bring them back. These children are so talented, it would be best if they could train in a high-energy 

place as soon as possible…” 

“That’s true…”Ah Li smiled bitterly and said, “But there is no way, is there?” 

“It’s not that there is no way…”. “…”Maya smiled faintly, “The Tyree Fassen Academy has recently 

opened a temporary class that is specially used to train the agility of close combat students. The invited 

instructors are the internal elders of the Templar clan, and it is open to all of the Northern Star Field. If 

you are interested, I can sign you up.” “…”. “…” 



“Templar clan?”Ah Li was stunned, and his interest was immediately piqued, “That top assassin clan 

from the Eastern Star Field?” 

 

Chapter 1618: Training Class… 

As a Tianyuan level powerhouse who had lived for millions of eras, Ah Li had experienced the glorious 

era of the Templar clan. He had even interacted with the previous patriarch of the Templar clan, so he 

naturally knew the background of this clan. 

If an elder had personally taught him, then Maya had said that the quality of this temporary class was 

very high! 

After all, for warrior-type players, high-quality dexterity teaching was very rare. This design included all 

kinds of high-end dexterity techniques and absolute muscle control. 

Many warrior families would spend a lot of money to hire an dexterity instructor to build a good 

foundation for their children when they were unable to nurture an dexterity bloodline. Otherwise, it 

would be very difficult to regulate it once they were used to wild dexterity. 

In this batch of seedlings, Leng Xing’s control was excellent. He was almost at the basic level of a high-

level assassin. However, he was still very crude when it came to certain techniques of using force. At 

least three-quarters of his body’s strength could not be used effectively! 

As for Pu Yunchuan and the emperor of the liver, there was even less to be said about them. Initially, Ah 

Li would prepare an entire year of agility training for them when they returned, however, how could the 

agility instructors of Xandar Academy compare to the professional elders of the Templar family? 

 

Therefore, when Ah Li heard the other party mention it, his interest was piqued… 

“The Liege has also brought in the Templar family?” 

Maya: “The Templar family has recently fallen into a period of underestimation. I believe that you are 

aware of this as well. In addition, the Liege’s conditions are very sincere. After much consideration, the 

other party has finally agreed to join the Northern Star Field…” 

Ah Li nodded his head. He didn’t have much doubt about this. After all, even the Xandar Academy could 

use a special-class star to rope them in. Naturally, he wouldn’t be stingy in roping in those noble 

families… … 

“Is it… taught by the strength imparting elder personally?”Ah Li asked with anticipation. 

The strength imparting elder of a large family was a very professional trainer. In terms of laying a 

foundation, perhaps even the professional instructors of a high school might not be able to compare. 

“Yes…”Maya smiled and said, “The agility training courses, strength exertion skills, and secret skills 

impartation are all handled by the three most senior strength impartation elders of the current Templar 

family!” 



“Secret skills impartation?”Ali was immediately shocked… 

“Yes… … After Lord Sylvanas’negotiation, the Templar family was willing to take out a part of the secret 

skills for external impartation… “…”. Maya paused for a moment and said in a low voice, “As you know, 

our Northern Star Field has never had an assassin or ranger system. This time, Lord Sylvanas has 

personally taken action to supplement the Northern Star Field’s legacy. The Templar family is here to 

establish a sect…”. “… “.. 

“The Trefawson Academy will set up an independent Templar Academy branch. It will specialize in 

training high-end assassins, scouts, and high-agility warriors. The elder of the Templar family will be the 

head of the branch. With such a high treatment, the other party will naturally have to take out 

something, right?” 

Hearing that, Ah Li took a deep breath. She knew that Queen XI would be more generous, but she did 

not expect her to be so generous… … 

What level of high school was the Tyree Fassen Academy? It was one of the top five schools in the 

federation. Even though it was excluded by other star fields, the high-quality students it produced every 

year were all over the world. To be the head of a branch of such an academy, not to mention its status.., 

just in terms of the connections they could accumulate for their families, it was an inestimable value! 

With such conditions, it was only natural for the Templar family to take out a portion of their secret 

techniques as the academy’s Signboard! ! 

Thinking of this, Ah Li’s heart warmed up even more. The talents of Leng Xing’s batch of children were 

naturally nothing to be ashamed of, but their shortcoming was that they came from a native background 

and their heritage was too weak. Naturally, Xandar Academy had high-end techniques. However, agility-

related secret techniques were also one of Xandar Academy’s weaknesses… … 

If she could obtain some secret techniques from the Templar clan, that would naturally be the best. Of 

course, she did not have high hopes for top assassin techniques like refraction, shadow, and psionic 

blade, as the Titans, Cold Star and the others could not use them either. However, top techniques like 

black flash and Shadowtooth were both practical and powerful existences. 

Seeing the other party’s interest, maya continued, “This agility class is open to all the higher education 

institutions in the entire Northern Star Field. The main group is freshmen. Other than improving the 

quality of the outstanding students in the entire Northern Star Field’s warrior department, it is also to 

look for outstanding seedlings for the newly established Templar Academy. Those who were originally 

suitable to be assassins, because they didn’t have a specialty in this field, could only walk the path of 

warriors. This time, they have to be allocated as much as possible. Therefore, regardless of whether it is 

to show off the clan’s role or to collect good students, the Templar clan will definitely not be 

perfunctory in this agility class. They will definitely get the real thing. This is a rare opportunity…”. “…” 

“Well…”Ali pondered for a few seconds before looking at Maya gratefully. “Thank you for telling me!” 

Maya smiled. “It’s no big deal. Teacher Ali took good care of me back then, so naturally, I’ll keep it in 

mind…” 



Ali smiled but didn’t mind. She had come into contact with Maya back then, and although it hadn’t been 

long, she knew very well that this guy was an exquisite egoist. This time, he took the initiative to express 

his goodwill probably because he had other plans… 

However, the other party’s proposal was indeed very attractive. The children of cold star would have to 

face the strongest members of the royal family in the past ten years. It would be good if they could 

increase their strength a little. Moreover, the other party was right. This opportunity was indeed very 

rare… … 

“Alright, I’ll go back and discuss with the principal. I’ll give an answer by the afternoon at the latest. 

When that time comes, I’ll have to trouble you…” 

“You’re too kind, teacher…”Maya said with a smile. 

Behind Ah Li, Leng Xing and the others looked at each other. For a moment, their hearts were filled with 

doubts. However, they did not have the chance to be alone with Maya, nor could they ask what the 

situation was like… … 

Under such circumstances, it felt a little inappropriate for teacher Ah Li to be left alone here… … 

Leng Xing hesitated for a moment and finally decided to try to dispel teacher Ah Li’s idea later… 

Just as he was thinking about this, he heard Maya say, “The temporary training class this time is filled 

with geniuses from all over the Northern Star Field. It’s not a bad thing for the children to come into 

contact with them…” 

Ah Li heard this and quickly smiled, “That’s true. It’s also a good opportunity for these little fellows to 

see the vast world so that they won’t be too self-righteous…” 

Of course… “…”. These words were definitely polite words. In Ah Li’s opinion, how could there be any 

geniuses of the same generation who could defeat the cold stars of the Crown Prince? 

Sure enough, the next second, Maya smiled and said, “Teacher, I’m afraid it’s very difficult for your 

batch of students to meet an opponent…” 

“How could there be…”Ah Li revealed a self-righteous and modest smile… … 

“But… now that you mention it, I suddenly remembered that there might be a student in that class who 

can be compared to you…” 

“Oh?”Ah Li raised his eyebrows, and the modest smile on his face disappeared. He asked curiously, 

“Which family is he from?” 

“He’s a direct descendant of the Templar family…”Maya lowered her voice and said faintly, “I heard that 

he’s very talented. This time in the East Star Field, he’s not at a disadvantage when he fights with the 

bronze crown prince!” 

“Oh?”Ali suddenly became serious. 

Leng Xing and the others’faces twitched… 

Wang Xiaojia… “…”. Right, didn’t she go to the Templar family with her master? 



 

Chapter 1619: quota for the ancient lands (Top) 

“The technique of exerting strength on the legs isn’t right, the position of the tendons should be more 

relaxed…” 

At this moment, in a forest clearing in the Tyrifson Academy, a handsome elf man with a hint of evilness 

stood there coldly, instructing an elf girl dressed in black in front of him… … 

Although the man looked extremely handsome, his voice carried a heavy sense of vicissitudes of life. His 

expression revealed his age, and it was obvious that he wasn’t young at all… … 

The girl who had been reprimanded was exuding a vigorous life force, especially those bright emerald 

eyes. It gave off a very comfortable and vigorous life force, completely different from the dusky man 

dressed in black… … 

The man looked at the girl with a complicated expression! 

To be honest, a wood elf bloodline was not suitable to be an assassin. Without the darkness attribute, 

they were too bright and would be at a disadvantage in stealth! 

 

The other party’s bloodline, which was naturally attractive to the elements, was actually more suitable 

to walk the light-day agility path. It was not compatible with the main style of the Templar family… … 

But the other party was too outstanding! ! 

Her basic attributes that were close to exploding, her top-notch comprehension ability, and her affinity 

with psionic power allowed the Templar family to display their various secret techniques to the fullest in 

the other party’s hands! 

“Elder Noye…” 

Under the sunlight, the little girl with a bitter face was training until her face was flushed red. Suddenly, 

a cold voice sounded from behind her… 

“It’s been more than a week since you said you would train her. You Don’t need a junior like me to 

remind you that it’s too late, right?” 

This cold voice made the serious-looking man in black slightly stiffen, but he still forced himself to be 

cold, “What are you panicking for? Do you think I can cripple her? Get it straight, you’re the one who 

asked me to help with the training!” 

“Oh…”the voice behind him paused for a moment before saying, “Then come and see if I’ve found the 

wrong person. Alright, then I won’t trouble you later on…” 

“You! !”The man could no longer hold back his expression. He turned around and looked at the other 

party. “Lanaya, what do you take me for? Are you the one who told me to come and go as you please? 

You haven’t even become the family head yet!” 



Lanaya rolled her eyes at him and ignored him. She waved at the little girl in the distance and said, 

“Goudan, come here and take a rest…” 

The little girl who was training was Wang Goudan, who had already recovered his wood elf body… … 

With the help of the lich, she had finally recovered her wood elf body. However, before she could feel 

happy, her master called an uncle with a poker face to train her. The reason was that she had wasted 

too much time in the past few days while transforming into a dragon! 

Therefore… … The Beautiful Days That Doggie spent with Sylvanas had come to an end… 

Upon hearing that she could rest, Doggie could no longer hold himself back. He immediately squatted 

down on the ground and looked like he would not budge even if he was beaten to death. This made 

Lanaya’s face Twitch… … 

However, looking at Doggie who was training until his face was red, Lanaya did not scold him in the end. 

Instead, she went forward and gently picked up doggie. She found a stone bench and sat down, 

massaging her stiff muscles… … 

The man said coldly, “After training, you should learn how to adjust your muscles. It’s not a good thing 

for you to spoil her like this!” 

“The first day…”Lanaya said without raising her head, “You’ve done well, step by step…” 

Goudan’s face immediately turned bitter when he heard that. The training for the whole day was just 

the beginning? 

“How can you massage her like that?”The man glanced at Lanaya’s massage technique, he couldn’t help 

but take Goudan away from him. “Her body is different from yours. How can you directly massage her 

with the bone acupoint method? “You should first loosen her meridians to get used to her qi and blood, 

then move her tendons to relax her muscles, and finally massage her bone acupoints. Haven’t I told you 

about these basic maintenance methods before?” 

Lanaya:”…” 

“It’s a good thing that you invited me over. Otherwise, this little girl would have been crippled by you 

sooner or later…” 

Lanaya rolled her eyes. How many children in her family could enjoy top-notch massage techniques? She 

had used the most basic bone acupoint method to recover her muscles since she was young. Did she not 

get crippled by it? 

This fellow, when she had first asked him to come over, she had despised his Aboriginal identity and 

bloodline. wasn’t her enthusiasm now a little too much? 

And since when did this guy know how to give massages. She had never seen this guy give massages to 

his juniors since she was born. … She frowned at the thought of this, and then she was surprised to find 

that… … The other party’s technique actually… … seemed… … … to be quite good. … 

“Ahem…”seeing the other party looking at him inexplicably, the man coughed lightly and said, “Take a 

good look at this technique, I’ll only teach it once…” 



“Oh, Coo Coo Coo…”Goudan first let out a comfortable moan of pain and joy, then he looked at Lanaya 

and said, “Master, don’t be in a daze, hurry up and learn it…” 

Lanaya:”…” 

This guy… why did he sound like a pigeon? 

“Elder, how’s the training class?”Lanaya asked while looking at the other party’s massage technique. 

“It’s just like that…”the man yawned, he looked like he didn’t care much, “Anyway, there are two other 

guys doing it, so I’m happy to be free. If I can meet a seedling like this girl, I can just use some of my 

energy. As for the rest, forget it. I’m old, I don’t have the energy…”. “… “…” 

Lanaya smiled slightly when she heard that, but she didn’t say anything more. 

Among the three elders, elder Noye’s personality was always the most Buddhist. Ever since the previous 

head of the family had an accident, he seemed to have lost his vitality. He would only give a few words 

of advice to any junior. There were many things that could be pushed away, which caused the most 

senior elder in the family to have the least sense of existence… 

Including this training class, the other two elders were rubbing their hands together, but he had an 

uninterested look on his face… … 

One had to know that the teaching effect of this training class would greatly affect the position of the 

Templar family in the Tiryfson Academy in the future. Moreover, whether the first batch of students 

would be outstanding or not would directly affect the position of the few elders in the future! 

After all, the position of the newly established Templar Academy Branch Dean had yet to be 

determined! 

If she could become the dean of the Tiryfson Academy, this title and position would be of great benefit 

not only to herself, but also to her descendants. 

However, such a great opportunity was right in front of her eyes, yet it still could not shake elder 

Wakaba’s buddha-like heart. However, it was precisely because of this that Lanaya had invited him to 

teach Goudan. 

The other two elders were utilitarian, so they were naturally very selfish. No matter how outstanding 

Goudan was, the most important thing in their hearts was their own disciples. Lanaya did not dare to 

hand Goudan over to them… 

Although Nuoye was a Buddhist, he was a very pure cultivation impartation elder. He had a clear 

preference for talented juniors. For those with poor aptitude, even if they were his own direct 

descendants, he would never give them a proper look, causing many juniors to ridicule him, even his 

direct descendants were not close to him. 

But in Lanaya’s opinion, this was the most qualified cultivation impartation elder… … 

“Elder, do you think that this child can start learning psionic secret arts as soon as possible?”Lanaya 

suddenly asked. 



“Psionic secret arts?”The elder frowned. “Isn’t it a little too early? “Her body’s foundation hasn’t even 

been laid yet. Although this girl’s aptitude is good, it’s obvious that she’s missing a lot of techniques. 

There’s a lot of things that she needs to learn, and she needs to take it step by step. It’s a little too early 

to be exposed to psionic power…”. “…” 

“I know it’s urgent too…”Lanaya said faintly, “But time waits for no one…” 

The Elder was stunned for a moment before he reacted. “Are you referring to the quota for the ancient 

lands?” 

 

Chapter 1620: Rare Quota… 

The limited quota of the ancient lands was a difficult problem that every university had to face… 

It was a very magical place that was protected by the most powerful laws of the Dean of the Heavenly 

Gods Institute. Moreover, in order to maintain the ecology of the place, the laws had strict restrictions 

of various kinds… … 

For example, regarding the restrictions of rank, experts above the star level, other than the ancient star 

core, could not take anything else from the place, and the things that juniors could take away were 

limited… … 

This was also the reason why the ancient lands had become the exclusive land of universities. Because 

under the restrictions of the laws, the value of cultivating in the ancient lands was greater than the value 

of digging. 

The second point of the law’s restrictions was the number of people. In order to prevent some factions 

from using quantity to smuggle resources from within, every piece of land had a limit. The smaller the 

area, the lower the energy, and the smaller the number of spots! 

The ancient lands that Xandar Academy occupied were mostly barren lands at the bottom. Although the 

area was not small, the energy density and resources were at the bottom of the land discovered today. 

Many disciples of high-level families did not even bother to go… 

 

And the only piece of land that could be taken out was called: Earth Frost Pool, the birthplace of the 

Frost Titan! 

However, this piece of land was very small, and the number of spots was rather limited. The number of 

spots above the star level of the Earth Cold Lake was ten, and those below the star level were a 

hundred. Ever since the fall of the previous third overlord, Xandar’s strength had been declining day by 

day… The number of spots that could be submitted was getting lesser and lesser, but there were quite a 

number of families that had signed a contract before… ! … It was not an easy matter for the newly 

enrolled academies like Cold Star to jump the queue and get a spot! 

Ah Li, who had retracted his train of thought, looked at Pu Yunchuan and the others in the dormitory, he 

explained seriously, “After discussing with the principal and the other instructors, we have unanimously 

decided to keep you in the northern star field to participate in the agility class training at Tirefarson 



Academy. The spot has already been registered for you. If everything goes well, you will be undergoing 

training in the Northern Star Field for the next year. Please cherish this opportunity!” 

The few Titan players looked at each other, speechless for a moment. 

According to Cold Star’s original plan, staying by Maya’s side, who had suddenly appeared out of 

nowhere, was rather unreliable. However, when he heard the other party mention that Goudan was 

also here, cold star immediately decided to stay. He also wanted to try his best to understand.., what 

was Goudan’s recent situation like. 

Now that the first batch of players in Ball D were scattered all over the place, the only one who was not 

in contact with each other was only little cabbage and Wang Goudan. Cold Star was very worried… … 

Ah Li: “This training class is personally taught by the strength imparting elder of the Templar family. That 

is one of the top assassin families in the entire federation. The techniques passed down are all good 

stuff. If you can learn a bit of them, you will benefit immensely. Moreover, I heard that this agility class 

will occupy one of the advanced training grounds of the Tyree Fassen Academy. The resources inside will 

also be much higher than in the old campus of Xandar. This is a rare opportunity…”. “…” 

Hearing that, everyone’s face twitched. This was the old campus? 

“Everyone, be serious!”Ah Li rolled his eyes at them. “Don’t act like you don’t care. Your cultivation tasks 

for the next year are very heavy. If I’m not around, you can’t Slack off at all. Apart from the agility class’s 

technique training, you can’t stop your daily life-form training. You must enter level 10 in the next year!” 

“Um…”Pu Yunchuan and the others looked at each other. Then, they said awkwardly, “I’m afraid… It’s a 

little difficult, isn’t it?” 

After reaching a certain level, Pu Yunchuan and the others had a vague sense of how their HP levels had 

increased. They had a rough idea of how far they would be from the next level. Although it was not as 

accurate as in-game experience, they had a rough idea. However, they had a rough idea. According to 

the resource allocation and demon training in Xandar School, Pu Yunchuan and the others would be able 

to reach level 9 relatively smoothly within a year… 

“Even if it’s difficult, you still have to do it…”. “…”Ah Li sighed. “Although it’s a bit rushed, there’s 

nothing we can do about it. The earlier you reach level 10, the earlier we can arrange quests for you to 

accumulate credits. Only then will you be qualified to go to the ancient lands as soon as possible. 

Currently, there aren’t many slots left. If you delay for another two years, I’m afraid you’ll have to queue 

up even if you have enough credits…”. “…” 

“Eh?”Pu Yun Chuan and the others were immediately interested. They had heard of the ancient lands 

for a long time, but they did not know what the situation was like, hence, they hurriedly asked, 

“Teacher, can you tell us what exactly is going on with this quota?” 

Ah Li looked at everyone and finally decided to reveal some information. He also intended to give some 

pressure to prevent these guys from letting themselves go too freely… … 

“The ancient lands are ancient lands preserved by the universe’s will. They contain extremely rich 

resources and energy density. Only the top 100 academies are qualified to compete for them, and the 

way to compete is through the interstellar fellowship…” 



“Our Xandar Academy’s results in recent years haven’t been good, and the lands allocated to us during 

the fellowship aren’t very good. The only piece of land that can be taken out is called Earth Frost Pool, 

and it’s the most intense piece of land for our academy’s advanced students to compete for. Almost all 

the families that have signed a contract with our Xandar Academy have their eyes on this piece of 

land…”. “…”. “…” 

“Oh…”everyone asked curiously, “Is there anything different about this plot of land?” 

Ah Li said, “The underground cold pool is rich in mica cold crystals, which are special energy crystals. 

They are extremely useful for the warrior department’s academy to nourish the muscles and bones. The 

special environment inside can also temper the warrior department’s Players’Heart Flames. The effect 

of tempering their qi and blood is extremely good. The most important thing is that there is the 

inheritance of the ancient Frost Titan inside. According to the rules of the ancient plot of land, if you get 

the inheritance, you can take it back and pass it on to your clan other than copying it and staying in the 

Academy!” 

“Wow! !” 

The group of players instantly understood. It was a good dungeon! ! ! 

Ah Li: “But the quota is limited. The Frozen Earth Lake is opened once every five years, and there are 

only 100 slots each time. There are only two years until the next opening. Considering that you still need 

to accumulate credits, it is already very rare for you to stay for a year to advance to level 10. Because in 

a year’s time, to gather enough credits, the task is more difficult than you think!” 

“Uh…”the liver emperor was stunned. “100. There are quite a number of spots. We only have a few 

people…” 

“Heh…”. “…”. “Do you think that the Earth Cold Lake is specially opened for you?”Ah Li sneered. “The 

Earth Cold Lake is open to the entire school. The competitors that you have to face are not only your 

class, or even your grade. There are also students from the higher grades and even the graduate 

department. The maximum age of our college’s undergraduate program is 120 years. Every year, we 

recruit more than 100,000 students from the warrior department. Many students hold back from 

graduating just to wait for this. Can you guess how many people are in front of you?”The players said, 

“Uh…”. … .. 

“If you miss it this time, you will have to wait for another five years!”Ah Li said calmly, “Including the 

two years you waited before, which means that you will only have a chance to enter that place in seven 

years. However, the interstellar fellowship will be held in ten years. Even if you enter after seven years, 

you won’t be able to stay for a full five years less than the others. Guess how big the gap will be?” 

Everyone:”…” 

 


